The manifold requirements and philosophies surrounding metallurgical
processes, flexibility in the production process and constant dialog with our
customers have always been our main focus.

Electric Arc and Ladle Furnace Water cooled panels in steel / copper / combination
Water cooled roof
Combustion chamber and water cooled fume ducts
Platforms, upper and lower shell

Steel Plant Equipment

Transfer cars for ladles, buckets and tundishes
Hot metal ladles, teaming ladles and scrap buckets

Special Items

Components for vacuum, ESU and ESR equipment,
e.g. stainless steel hoods, guiding units, covers

Auxiliary Equipment

Equipment for ladle preparation area
Wrecking, gunning, fettling machines
Special tools and machinery for refractory lining
Stirring gas flow control systems including
Automatic coupling systems for ladle
Ladle and tundish preheating devices with
state-of-the-art burner technology

Spare and Wear Parts

Mechanical items for the steel industry
and all kinds of components thereof

Our clear company structure as well as our conscientious and reliable employees
ensure minimal processing time and help to create the possibility of new
investments in the future.
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We offer a wide spectrum of products and services in order to develop an
individual concept for our customers.

Steel making

Product line

Application area

Fill BT
Harth xx
Frit xx/Gun HW xx

Tap hole filling material for EBT
Dry ramming material for hearth
Gunning and fettling material for
hot and cold repair

Ladle

Continous Casting

Components for ladle slide gate
mechanisms
Slide gate refractories: well blocks, inner
nozzles, SG plates, collector-nozzles,
mortars for SG refractories
Cast B xx
Gun B xx
TUN xx
TS

Monolithic permanent tundish lining
Repair material for permanent lining
Spray masses for working lining
Dams, wears, well blocks, guide pots,
designed to optimize the tundish
flow pattern, heat distribution and to
reduce inclusions

Isostatic Products

Ladle shrouds, stoppers with and without
Argon, subentry shrouds, subentry
nozzles and submerged shrouds

Light powder

Covering powder for tundish and ladles

CPG xxxx

All kind of granulated casting powders
covering the complete range of C-steel
grades

Ingot Casting

Thermo Speed
Mag III
ZK/VK/FL exo
VK/FL/PG iso

Cavity powder
Exothermic covering agent
Exothermic covering plates
Isolating plates

Metallurgy

Syntop AK/AKS

Synthetic and pre melted slag for
secondary metallurgy
Desulphurization agent

Schwefelex

HEGUSA cooperates with various production plants and technical offices,
allowing us to offer tailor made solutions and design for our customer needs
regarding the optimization of metallurgical processes, productivity, use of
materials and sequences.
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